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1 Introduction
Since the important work of Dicke /l/,there has been a large amount
of theoretical and experimental work dealing with super fluorescence (SF)
/2.3/.SF is the collective emission of a short pulse by a large number
tf(N < 1) of atoms or molecules prepared initially in a state of com-
plete inversion. The SF pulse is initiated by fluorescent emission which
induces later on in the atomic system a macroscopic dipole moment that
gives rise to a short pulse whose intensity is proportional to AT* and whose
time duration is of the order r/N, r being the natural lifetime of the excited
state in a model system of two-level atoms.

It is possible to study the SF process using the semiclassical Maxwell-
Bloch equations with appropiate initial conditions.These initial conditions
arc determined by the initial stage of SF that is entirely a quantum me-
chanical process and are introduced in order to simulate the statistical
properties of the SF pulses /4,5/. SF for collections of three-level atoms
has been less studied than SF in the case of two-level atoms, however a phys-
ical picture of many phenomena arising in these systems is already clear
/3,6/.In particular SF in three-level atoms with nondegenerate transitions
contained within a volume whose linear dimensions are small compared to
the emitted wavelengths or composing an extended pencil-shaped volume



with Fresnel number close to one ,where propagation effects are neglected^
has been investigated /7-14/.

However ,if one considers two counterpropagating waves in samples with
Fresnel numbers close to one .even in the case when the sample length
is smaller than the cooperative length .propagation effects are important.
In this case the point model is an approximation with semiquantitative

correct results /15 / .For instance, for sets of pulses with equal delay times,
numerical studies using the two mode model found that the pulse peak

intensities vary up to 20 percent of their mean value, while the point
model predicts identical pulses /15/ .

In the present paper we use the semiclassical approximation to describe
multilevel SF in the above-mentioned pencil-shaped volume within the point
model approximation (adiabatic approximation). Our purpose is the fol-
lowing. First of all we show that it is possible to study analytically mul-
tilevel SF by expressing all the functions that describe the evolution of
the system in terms of one variable: the time integral of the population
of a level common to the allowed transitions. Secondly ,we apply this
analytical procedure to describe the two-color SF experiments of F1orian>
Schwan and Schmid jW,nf • W e succeeded in explaining the basic fea-

tures of this experimentanalyticallv in the framework of our model which
will be described in the next section. Other more sophisticated theoretical
treatements /13,14,18,19,20/ that model this experiment rely mainly on
numerical calculations or give a partial explanation of the observed phe-
nomena. We believe that our model besides describing the observed basic
phenomena in a semiquantitative fashion ,that is enough for our purposes
as we will see later .gives more physical insight into this problem because
of the relative simplicity of our model.

2 Formulation of the problem

Firstly let us describe briefly the experiments of Fiorian, Sehwan and
Schmid /16.17/. Single crystals of KCl containing O^ centers cooled at
low temperatures were excited by a pulsed laser.The crystal sample had a
pencil- shaped volume with a Fresnel number close to one. If the excitation
pulse energy is increased above a first threshold then red (629.1nm) SF

pulses are generated by the Of centers. The red pulses are generated into
two opposite longitudinal directions of the crystal that we label as right and
left.The right and the left going red pulses are always identical in intensity,
delay time and pulse width /17/.A theoretical model describing this effect

was recently published /20/.The basic idea of the model is to insert in the
equations for SF a coupling for the right and left going waves , which arises
from backscattering in the crystal scattering centers and becomes effective
during the early stage of the SF process.When the excitation pulse energy
is above a second energy threshold simultaneous SF pulse emission of a
yellow (592.8nm) pulse and the red pulse takes place.Both pulses tend to
have comparable intensities for above threshold pump intensities. If the
excitation is further increased the yellow pulse acquires larger intensities
than the red one. The right and left yellow pulses when generated are syn-
chronized as well. In all shots it was observed experimentally that the red
and yellow pulses appear at the same time.

Theoretical treatements of these experiments including incoherent decay
processes in the O," centers have been published /13,14,19/. Using appropi-
ate decay rates for the relevant levels and varying the number of initially
excited atoms as the pump intensity is increased , papers /13,19/ explained
qualitatively many of the experimentally observed features outlined above.
In papers /18,19/ propagation effects are considered.

In our approach we use the classical Maxwell equations coupled with the
Shrodinger equations for the probability amplitudes of relevant atomic level»

By setting different initial populations, we model the quantum fluctua-
tions and the incoherent relaxation processes that we assume are effective
during the early stage of SF for sufficiently large numbers of initially ex-
cited atoms. Further since the typical length of the crystal / as lcm and the
SF pulse duration r — Ins i.e re ~ 30cm /17/,where c is the speed of light,
I < re and therefore we believe that the point model approximation will
give us enough accurate results for our purposes as we will see in section 4.
This model enables us to obtain simple analytical expressions that describe
the main features of the two-color SF experiments. We will take into ac-
count the coupling between the right and left going electric fields for both
colors due to the abovementioned backscattering. Our sample is modelled
as a system of three-level atoms , which initially are fully excited in level
3. The allowed transitions are 3 ~* I for the yellow pulse and 3 —• 2 for



the red pulse.In the framework of the adiabatic approximation we obtain
expressions for the two electric fields of different frequencies generated in
the sample . This generalizes the results of paper / 20 / that deals with
two-level atoms . The fields are given by:

Ea = iEaL = (1)

Here a — 1,2 , EaK and BaL are the positive frequency part of the Tight
and left going small varying electric field waves respectively, a = 1 stands
for the yellow pulse while a = 2 for the red pulse. Prom now on by writing
the subindex a we mean a — 1,2 . u>a are the corresponding frequencies
for the red and yellow transitions. da are the dipole matrix elements. N
is the number of initially excited atoms. The dampings of the red and
yellow field modes due to diffraction are such that ifci = fci = k = cjl .since
the Fresnel number for both colon being close to one ,are practically the
same /21,22/ . ia is th« coupling coefficient between right and left going
waves .whose square is the fraction of travelling photons in one direction
of the sample that is scattered into the opposite direction. ait oj, a3 are
the probability amplitudes for the corresponding energy levels. Writing
aaa's = Ra f i i o and using appreciate units ,eq(l) for the fields coincides
with those of paper /20 / in the adiabatic limit. RCT and La are the right
and left going polarizations of the a -mode respectively. Finally it has been
shown that Si < 1 / 2 0 / , this fact will be used later.

The equations for the small varying part of the probability amplitudes
of the energy levels are:

a, = ^ ( (2)

Equations (1) and (2) with appropriate initial conditions describe our
model for two color four mode superfluorescence.In equation (2) the rotat-
ing wave approximation has been used.

3 The rate equations parametric solution

Equations (1) and (2) may be solved with a good approximation by notic-
ing that the populations of every level is practically no dependent on the
coupling coefficients fa. For the relative phases between the probability
amplitudes ai,at,as a set of equations will be derived in section 4.

From equations (1) and (2) the following equations for TV; = a(a,*,i =
1,2,3 are obtained after neglecting terms of order £ „ < £ ! .

Nt = 2tfJVjJV,

(3)

where

2iruii Nd]
9 ~ kh

2nu1Nd\

" = ft*
The solution of eq(3) in terms of the parameter £ are:

AT, = JV,{O)ezp(29£)

Where £ = ft N3(t)dt. Here JVi(O) and JVj(O) are the initial populations
of the energy levels 1 and 2 respectively. The relationship between time t
and parameter £ may be obtained using the constant Ni + JVj + Afj = 1 :

- N,{0)exp{2r,q) ^

Here we stress that there is a one to one mapping between values of £,
0 < £ < £• and time 0 < ( < oo, where (* is determined by the equation :

1 - N1(O)exp(20C) - N1(0)exp{2VC) = 0 (6)

Notice that the integrand is an increasingly monotonk function. Equa-
tions (3) hawebeen widely used in the study of pure superradiance in mul-
tilevel systeiiis considering in addition the effects of incoherent relaxation



/7,8,9,12/. In the context of the neoclassical theory of radiation , integra-
tion of equation (3) led to an implicit dependence of population* in terms of
time /23/.H is also possible to express the solution of equation (3) in terms
of the population of any atomic level of the system / 7 / . Nevertheless, we
will use another procedure which has not been stated in previous papers
,.'7,8,9,10,12/ and which through the variable £ describes the evolution of
the system.In this way the time t , corresponding to any event in the evolu-
tion of the system is given by means of equation (5) and does not enter the
equations explicitily. The usefulness of this procedure will be seen below.

Next we will answer two questions .Firstly we will determine the con-
ditions that must be fulfilled so that both pulses have a maximum inten-
sity.Using eq(l) we obtain the total intensity for both transitions .neglecting
terms proportional to 6a :

cEaE'a _ lN*d*
4* 4»*» " • " '

The condition for a maximum in the radiated intensity , given by

dt
= 0

may be written explicitily using equations (4).For the yellow transition
(or = 1) we obtain the following equation for fj :

1+S
(8)

While for the red transition (a = 2) the equation for £j has the form :

= v (9)

Where N^O) = pasinJ x.^i(O) = p1cos1x and • = 17(1 + *). JVi(O) and
JV2(O) are phenomenological random numbers, p1 ~ ^ . p and x, *s it will
be shown must depend upon the pumping conditions so that our mode!
describes the two-color SF experiments /16,17/. The delay times r, and fj
for the yellow and red colors may be obtained by using as upper bounds for
the integral in eq.(S) roots fj and f, respectively. If both cooperative decay

rates were the same i.e. S = 0 then rt = r, since £J = £j , independently of
the initial conditions. Secondly, we are interested in obtainig an expression
for the rate between the total intensities of both colors at different times
f.i and (j corresponding to arbitrary values fi and fj respectively. Using
equation (4) and (7) we define quotient Q(f i , ( i ) as follows:

Finally,closing this section we would like to find an estimate for S .The
fluorescence spectrum has been measured in the KCl : 0j sample using
low excitation pulse energies and at low temperatures /17/ . As it is well
known ,the formula for the spontaneous emission intensity t , due to to the
o-mode reads as follows :

«. = ~?d«d'a (11)

Therefore for the rate between the collective decay rates 9jt\ we obtain the
following expression :

4 A semiclassical description of the two-color
SF experiments

Now we will describe in the framework of our model the observations re-
ported in the experiments of Florian.Schwan and Schmid /16,17/. The
cooperative decay difference 6 may be estimated using eq.(12) and data of
reference /17/ , t'i = 0.86,1} = 0.61, Ai = 592.8nm, A3 = 629.1nm .We ob-
tain S ~ 0.2,whidi agrees with an estimate of Haake and Reibotd /19/.Here
we like to stress that since we use equations (1) and (2) with the corre-
sponding initial conditions our model is more realistic for large N 3> 1
once the cooperative state for the system sets in. We believe that
this situation takes place for pump intensities in the neighborhood of the
second threshold energy where the three regimes of SF,described in sec-
tion 2, have been observed experimentally /16,17/. There is a way in the
framework of our model to describe the pulse color change .To this end



we must ascribe to sin' x t n e value No * <; 1 ,where JV0 in a changing
second threshold number of initially pumped atoms. As we will discuss
below No must depend on the pump intensity. In this way, conditions
{N/NQY < 1, [N/No)' « 1, [N/NoY > 1 will correspond to the abovemen-
tioned regimes of SF as we increase the pump intensity.as we will prove
later .

Taking into account that S a 0.2 and that p1 ss N'1 •ti 1 , the roots
of eqs. (8) and (9) are well approximated and classified according to the
values of

For An > 1

exp(2t?(l + 6)£) =

For Aa •*; 1

1 + 6

(13)

2p*cos1x
{14)

When Aa =s 1 we proceed as follows. As a first approximation we put Aa = p,
where p a l ,then we insert this value into eqs.(8) and (9) and obtain finally:

1 + 6

2?
1

(15)

From eqs.(13), (14) and (15) it is easy to check that £[ > £\ ,i.e the intensity
maximum of the red color pulse preceeds that of the yellow one.

Now, let us prove that in general the maximum pulse intensity that
belongs to the transition with a weaker cooperative decay rate appears

earlier than that of the other transition for any value of tan' x and 6 > 0 •
We underline that if £J > £J then Ti > rt,since the integrand of eq.(5) is

an increasingly monotonic function. Now we rewrite eq.(9) giving to its left
hand side (LHS) the same form of the LHS of eq.(8) .As a result we obtain:

(1 + «)stn3 x«p(2 i ; ( l +«)£,*) + (1 + j)c<

(16)

The last equality has been obtained using eq.(9) . We may observe
the right-hand side(RHS) ofeq.(8) is greater than the RHS of eq.(l6)

as a result £J > fj and therefore Tt > T2. On the other hand .since
the cooperative decay rate of the yellow transition 8 is larger than that
for the red transition t) ,as seen from eq.(l2), one would expect that the
yellow pulse precedes the red one .However the opposite takes place. This
behaviour may be explained as a result of the nonlinear interaction between
both pulses in the sample of three level atoms. The experimental joint
appearance of both pulses ,as we show below, is due to a low time resolution
in the experiment /16.17/ to distiguish the delay-time difference between
both pulses. Now let us explain basic features reported in the two-color SF
experiments /16,17/.

a) The experimental joint appearance of the yellow and red pulses within
the accuracy of the experiment whose time resolution is of the order of
magnitude 100 ps. Using eq.(5) we calculate the delay-time difference :

dq

- p1txp{2r)q) (sin*
(17)

Using roots (J and £J given by equations (13),(14) and (15) we obtain
the following values of Ar, according to Aa :

that

Ar =
2r,(l+6)



Aa

< 1 :

Ar =

1 :

Ar =

+ 6) -S

-£ {18)

When calculating the integral given by eq.(17) we have considered that the
estimates for Aa(<. 1 , > 1) hold for £J < £ < £1 since the integrand is
an increasingly monotonic function .On the other hand^in the last integral
we have set the value Aa = p w 1 for the integrand in £1 < £ < £{ ,sinee
it gives a good approximation for it as may be checked from eq.(l5).
Loosely speaking ,as in the case of two-level atoms ,here the duration of the
SF pulse for each transition approaches 1/2IJ and their delay time difference
4/2r; ,i.e one order of magnitude smaller since 6 o 10"' . In other words?
the maxima of both pulses are within the pulse duration of any of them.
In the two-color SF experiments /18,17/ the typical pulse duration has

an order of magnitude of 10*ps while the time resolution for detection
approaches lO'pa i.e one order of magnitude smaller. As a result the delay
time difference has the same order of magnitude of the time resolution
for detection, and therefore cannot be resolved accurately. In order to be
consistent with our model we believe that an improvement in the time
resolution for detection will show the earlier appearance of the intensity
maximum of the red pulse with respect to that of the yellow pulse. Here
we underline that the results of papers /13,14,18,19/ for the precedence of
the red pulse differ from ours. We believe that under ideal experimental
conditions this surprising red color precedence may appear. Notice that
the delay time difference fluctuates since N ~ r) fluctuates.

b) Next we write an approximate expression for the rate between the
intensities of both pulses at their maxima <?(£!,£;). From eq.{10) for the
three different cases corresponding to the values of Aa ,we obtain using eqs.
(13),(14) and (15) ,a common expression :

• -\ _ f i( r ' ) • J S f * \ ~ ^

From Rq(19) it may be verified easily that as we increase the pump intensity,
i.e. the number of initially pumped atoms N ,we obtain the three regimes
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of two-color SF:for N'/N$ <£ 1 , the red pulse is more intense than the
red one,for JV'/JVQ « 1, both pulses have comparable intensities and for
N'/Ng > l.the yellow pulse intensity is greater than the intensity of the
red pulse.

It is stated in the experiment that a complete change of color takes
place as the pump intensity (JV) is changed an order of magnitude /17/ ,
Since 6 = 0.2 , a mere change of N an order of magnitude, keeping No

as a constant, will practically not change the relative intensities between
both pulses. However if we suppose that NB decreases as N increases one
may model the experimental situation. For instance increasing the pump
intensity {N} one order of magnitude and decreasing JV0 four orders of
magnitude will produce a change of almost ten times in the rate /i(ri)/Jj(ri).

The physical meaning of the change in A'o u Af is increased is related
with the change in the rate of the initial populations of the lower levels
as it will be discussed next . Here we stress that in the two-color SF
experiments there are two kinds of incoherent decay processes that play
an important role in the experimental results,as experimental estimates
/16,17/ and numerical calculations have shown /13.19/. These are first^
the radiative incoherent relaxation taking place in the transitions that show

SF and secondly the nonradiative incoherent relaxation of levels 1 and 2.
Level 2 besides relaxing to lower lying levels , relaxes nonradiatively to level
1.

During the initial stage of SF the radiative decay Is the source by means
of which the macroscopic polarization arises. In this decay process Ni +
Nj + Na — 1 conserves. Once the coherent state of the system sets in
we may neglect the incoherent radiative relaxation because of the different
time scales of both processes /21.22/. On the other hand.the nonradiative
decay processes of levels 1 and 2 must depend upon the pump intensity
because of the heating of the crystal. We believe that in this decay process
Ni + N-t + Ni = 1 still conserves with a good approximation because the
formation of a SF coherent state of the system is only possible provided the
decay times from the ground states 1 and 2 are neglect able when compared
with the experimentally observed SF pulse duration. The last statement has
been shown in papers /13,19/. However those atoms decaying incoherently
from level 3 radiatively or from levels 1 and 1 nonradiatively when the
coherent state of the system is getting formed ,have a large influence in
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the color change of the pulses , When the pump intensity is increased ,the
crystal is heated and becomes a bath having more excited phonon modes
which in turn couple more strongly with transitions between the vibrations!
levels of the Of center producing therefore a more rapid decay of levels 1
and 2 to other lower vibration*] levels and from level 2 to level 1. As a
result at low pump intensities level 1 must decay faster than level 2 to other
levels because in spite of the stronger cooperative decay rate in the 3 —• 1
transition no SF emission is observed. This fact we model by ascribing
to level 1 an extremely small initial population JVt(O) <C iVj(O) <c 1 .As
the pump intensity (N) gets larger , transition 2 —» 1 becomes more and
more important because the heating of the crystal excites more phonons
that strongly couple with the vibrational mode 1 —» 2 . That we model
by increasing the initial population of level 1 relative to that of level 2 ,
i.e No gets smaller ,but still JV,(O) < /Vj(O) <t 1. The redistribution of
initial populations in levels 1 and 2 must be understood as an effective
change in the initial polarizations for both transitions resulting from the
incoherent damping processes at the initial stage of SF. Certainly , there
may be other schemes of relaxation as the pump intensity is increased and
the abovementioned scheme is a possible one,for which the abovementioned
phenomenology seems reasonable. The importance of the incoherent decay
processes abovementioned has been pointed out and analyzed numerically
in /13,I9/ . The experimentally found trend for a preference in the emitted
intensity for the yellow pulse at very short delay times and for the red
pulse at relatively long delay times may be explained using eqs.(5) and
(19). The yellow pulse dominance implies a large JV, which in turn means
shorter delay times since in this case from eq.(5) one gets n ~ JV""1 . On
the other hand,the red pulse dominance implies a smaller JV which means
larger delay times since again from eq.(5) ra ~ JV"1.

c) Now we will obtain the conditions ,which when fulfilled explain the
experimentally observed synchronization of the red pulses radiated in the
forward and in the backward directions. Simultaneously synchronization
also takes place in the yellow pulses /lf>,17/ .The angles 4> and \i> are defined
as follows:
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We recall that for the yellow transition the right going polarization RL ~
cos<£ ,while the left going polarization Lg ~ sin^ . Analogously, right and
left going polarizations of the red transitions are proportional to cost/.' and
sin V respectively.Using the expressions for the electric fields Ea given by
eq.(l) , from eq.{2) for the probability amplitudes we obtain the following
equations for <f> and j> :

) cos2^ - 7jJV,cos 2V>
) cos20 - - (20)

Where 7, = 05t , «n = n«j.
Once the system has macroscopic dipoles but is still in the linear stage

of SF the system will remain in it for a time approximately equal to T —
ln(N)I(2rj) . It happens because in the linear stage of SF the evolution in
the red and yellow transitions may be understood as if they were generated
by two collections of two-level atoms / I S / . In the linear stage of SF ,we
set Nj = 1 and N\ = TVj = 0. After integrating eq.(20) in this regime we
obtain:

t a n ( j

(21)

Where ^ and &, are the initial random angles. Therefore the condition for
the simultaneous onset of a pair of identical pulses for both the yellow and
red transitions trauellir«into the right and left directions is given by:

Ne< •> 1

(22)

This condition ensures us that with a very good approximation ^ = t/> =
ir/4 during the most intense stage of the radiation process since during
this stage the change of angle 4> is proportional to cos(2(j) n 0 and to
"Ifi/f? <C 1 and may be neglected. Similarly the change of angle ^ during
this stage may be neglected. Eq.(22) is a generalization for our system of
the condition for synchronization of right and left going SF pulses in two
level atoms /20 / .



5 Conclusions

In the present paper we used the semiclassical ,rotating wave and adiabatic
approximations in the description of multilevel superfluorescence (SF) tak-
ing place in three level atoms of A type ,which occupy a pencil-shaped vol-
ume with a Fresnel number close to one for both transitions. The initiation
of SF is modelled by initial populations of the relevant levels.

Firstly the equations describing energy depletion are explicitly inte-
grated using the time integral of the upper level population as a variable
which has a one^o-one mapping with time. We obtain exact expressions
for the delay times of the SF pulses in both transitions and for the relative
intensity between both pulses at any time. In the framework of our model
we have strictly shown that a somewhat striking new effect occurs, namely
the transition having a weaker cooperative decay rate has a pulse whose
intensity maxima precedes the one of the transition with a stronger coop-
erative decay rate.Moreover , we point out that this way of analysis can be
applied to the classical regime of SF in multilevel systems , whose relevant
transitions share a common level.

Secondly, in the framework of our model we were able to explain the ba-
sic features of the two-color SF experiments of Florian, Schwan and Sehmid
as follows. The experimentally observed joint appearance of the red and
yellow pulses is shown to be due to the fact that their delay time difference
and the time resolution of the experiment have the same order of magni-
tude. We believe that under ideal conditions red pulse precedence must
take place. The observed color change in the generated pulses as the pump
intensity is increased is proportional to a function that shows a cooperation
between a nonlinear increase of the initially pumped atoms and a redistribu-
tion of the initial populations between the lower levels of the SF transitions.
We believe that this redistribution modelles incoherent damping processes
during the early stage of SF. These damping processes become stronger the
stronger are the excited phonon modes induced in the crystal by heating.
The identity of the right and left going pulses in both transitions is due to
a right-left coupling in the generated waves in both transitions, when the
initially pumped atoms surpass* a critical value. Finally ,we believe that
an additional study considering propagation effects ,whose consequences
were briefly mentioned at the introduction, is necessary in our model to
see the extent to which our results s t i l l persist.
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